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By Andrew Keen 

This is the second of three books by Andrew Keen.  I will read his first & most acclaimed book next but 

not to get ahead, here is my take on his second. 

After the previous read, his latest, many themes were common and some of the statements and 

material were dated which is to be expected.   

Not a bad book and certainly some very good points are made here.  Compared to the third & more 

recent, this is almost like a preview. 

A little more on facebook development & the social media phenomenon as well as other ‘success 

stories’ of crazy rich enterprenuers from Silicon Valley.  Kind of disgusting that so many people are 

caught up in being ‘connected’ at such a price.  The vast majority do not even realise that what they are 

posting is not just available to those of their choosing, but governments & criminals as well. 

The more on learns & knows about these things, the better for them.  The companies are collecting vast 

amounts of personal data & using that data in ways that most will never, NEVER know.  The data will be 

used to the advantage of advertisers, commercial interests & once again, criminals. 

Aside from an inactive LinkedIn account, I am not going to ‘play’ in, with or around ‘social’ media. 

 

 

 

 

and should be required reading for everyone & anyone that is playing in any way with dangerous digital 

weapons & associated technology.  Like social networking. 

The large internet mega-companies such as google, amazon, facebook, twitter, instagram, etc are 

destroying entire industries bit by bit.  Citing Kodak in Rochester as going from a thriving vibrant 

community in the first half of the twentieth to waste land, the demise of the music industry to the 

gobbeling up of brick & mortar book stores by the ‘everything store’ amazon as examples, with more to 

come, is frightening. 



The internet was first developed with taxpayer monies & was INTENDED to be a neutral not-for-profit 

network after the Cold War.  Used by the US intelligence community and branching out to what it is 

today populated with spam, porn & other associated garbage. 

Asking how or why a company like  google or facebook are ‘free’, the reason is insidious, deceptive & 

underhanded.  These organizations are gathering data on users to structure advertising and this reader 

was surprized, but not shocked, that such nefarious activities were going on just under the sheets. 

While all this is going on, their leaders become icons & the stuff of legends.  Steve Jobs, social misfit 

Markie Zuckerberg and the heads of these companies are getting stupid rich, living extravagantly & 

lavish life styles while avoiding paying billions of dollars in taxes.  

Keen claimed Job’s apple, in addition to shipping tens of thousands jobs offshore robbing the US 

economy & workers, was also cheating the US government out of $1 MILLION per HOUR in taxes.   

Zuckerberg was also exposed & mentioned often.  The Harvard dropout was a social misfit barely able to 

interact with fellow students.  He was, in short, a social recluse. 

Now, he bought four (4) neighboring mansions (not just ‘houses’) to a current residence to separate 

himself, insulate & isolate him from the flock, herd & masses. 

Pretty cool. 

Keen has done a good job researching the material and the footnoted sources are incredibly revealing as 

well.  

This book is well worth the read. 


